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Abstract

Dynamic reactive power (var) sources, e.g. SVCs and STATCOMs, can
effectively mitigate fault-induced delayed voltage recovery (FIDVR) issues or even
voltage collapse. However, their optimal allocation in a power grid is a complicated
nonlinear optimization problem since the post-fault voltage trajectories have to be solved
to check constraints on voltage responses. Thus, solvers of both nonlinear optimization
and power system differential and algebraic equations (DAEs) are required.
Currently, most of existing methods merely achieve dynamic optimization locally
with great dependence on the initial operation point. Also, complicated algorithm and
time consuming are obstacles for the practical implementation.
This thesis proposes a new approach to optimize the sizes of dynamic var sources
at candidate locations by efficiently interfacing a heuristic linear programming based
searching algorithm with power system simulation software. Within several iterative
search steps, the optimal size of dynamic var can be achieved. In order to verify the result
obtained from the proposed approach, Voronoi diagram is applied to tackle the feasible
solution area, and then to demonstrate the result of heuristic linear programming is the
global optimal.
Case studies on a 9-bus system and the IEEE 39-bus system have benchmarked
the new approach with an existing representative approach and demonstrated that the new
approach can quickly converge to an optimal solution. Voronoi diagram is implemented
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to tackle non-convex feasible solution area of both cases and it shows that the result is
global optimal.
Index
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter starts with an introduction to the background of voltage security
issues and Voronoi diagram. Main characteristics and detrimental effect of voltage
instability and the state-of-art research activities are reviewed. Also, the basic idea and
development of Voronoi diagram are introduced. Afterwards, the objectives of the thesis
are discussed, and the structure and organization of the thesis are presented.
1.1
1.1.1

Research background
Voltage security issues
For decades, angle stability problems had been extensively investigated in power

system stability studies since it was considered to be responsible for most instability
phenomena including voltage related events [1]. However, the change of the power
system structure and operation, have caused the voltage instability issue to be an
independent phenomenon.
Voltage security issues in a power grid have attracted more attention due to evergrowing electricity demands. Other than depressed voltage profiles, utilities also have
increasing concerns with dynamic voltage security issues, especially fault-induced
delayed voltage recovery (FIDVR) issues at load buses and even fast voltage collapse
following cascading events, because of the increasing dynamic fast-responding loads,
such as the air conditions with high-efficiency low-inertia motors. The dynamic behavior
of motor loads, such as decelerating and stalling in the event of voltage sags, as well as a
huge amount of reactive power consumed by the stalled motors delay the voltage
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recovery. The dynamic and fast characteristics of short-term voltage instability demands
fast and sufficient reactive power injection. Therefore, the management of dynamic var
sources especially their optimal location and size, becomes an emerging research topic.
Several previous reported studies have investigated the optimal allocation of
dynamic var sources [2]-[7]. Reference [2] studies the placement of SVCs by using postcontingency trajectory sensitivity analysis. The study is focused on examining the impact
of a fault at bulk transmission level in the system during peak load condition. The power
system components were modeled in details, including both static and dynamic loads at
key distribution feeders, over excitation limiters, switchable shunts, STATCOM, and
static var compensator. The concept of trajectory sensitivity index was proposed to
identify the location for dynamic var support for the mitigation of the short-term voltage
instability problem caused by large disturbances.
In [3], the sizes and locations of var sources were determined by means of optimal
power flow (OPF), and verified by P-V and Q-V analysis. The OPF typically provided
the optimal locations and sizes for VAR injection devices that satisfied the given
constraints. However, the dynamic var amount obtained may not be optimal since it uses
a steady state approach to find the initial amount and only refines the amount by
simulating in time domain.
In [4], OPF was also applied to determine a right mix of static and dynamic var
supports. As part of the static analysis, power flow and P-V analysis were performed to
investigate thermal problems and determine load serving capability. Dynamic analysis
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was used to study fast voltage collapse phenomenon and perform load sensitivity studies.
As a final verification, the mid-term time-domain simulation is performed for refining the
solution.
In [5], a technique titled “the time continuation method” was applied to find the
locations and amounts of dynamic var sources, coupling with a quadratic model of the
electric power system, including generators, voltage regulators, and induction motors.
However, this method still cannot capture the full dynamics of the system because it used
only a quadratic steady state model of generators and loads.
In [6] and [7], the dynamic var allocation problem was formulated as a mixed
integer nonlinear programing problem. The var locations and an initial guess on var sizes
were respectively from a trajectory sensitivity study and a linear programming (LP)
algorithm [2], and then the final solutionwas obtained by interfacing an optimization tool
with power system time-domain simulation software to optimize the required var
amounts for each time step of the post-contingency trajectories [6].
1.1.2

Voronoi diagram
Voronoi diagram is one of the most useful data structures in computational

geometry, which was widely applied to diverse fields of science and engineering such as
finite element meshing, image processing, architectural design, physical simulation,
visualization. In this thesis, Voronoi diagrams were adopted in the visualization of
contour map.
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[8] gives whole perspectives of Voronoi diagram mainly in five perspectives
including structure, computing, line segments, farthest point and a few historical remarks.
Some properties of the Voronoi diagram has been proved as well. For example, if one
connects all the pairs of sites of which Voronoi cells are adjacent, the resulting set of
segments forms a triangulation of the point set, called the Delaunay triangulation. This
triangulation with several excellent properties, is one of the approximation methods
widely used in variety areas.
In [9], a simple but efficient approach for computing the localized restricted
Voronoi diagrams on mesh surfaces was presented. Restricted Voronoi diagram can
contain Voronoi regions that consist of multiple disjoint surface patches. Also, localized
restricted Voronoi diagrams is a useful extension to improve several existing meshprocessing techniques, most importantly surface remeshing with a low number of
vertices.
In [10], a Voronoi diagram based blending method of local response surfaces was
proposed to accomplish global fidelity in function approximation for engineering
designing optimization. The method compromised the tradeoffs between local and global
properties in function approximation through adaptive cumulation of sample points based
on Voronoi diagram geometric information on their distribution. Additionally, the
approximation was gradually refined in ever smaller Voronoi regions with quadratic
polynomial expression.
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1.2

Objective
This thesis aims at implementing a fast algorithm to find the optimal dynamic var

location and size. The challenges come from the complexity of the optimal allocation of
dynamic var sources, since the problem itself is a nonlinear optimization problem and its
constraints check requires the information of post-fault power system trajectories. Thus
both a nonlinear optimization solver and a power system DAE solver are required and
they should be systematically integrated or interfaced for an efficient algorithm to solve
the problem. Most of the existing methods either solve a simplified problem for an
approximate solution or suffer computational burdens for large-scale power systems if
two solvers are interacted frequently. Furthermore, the result of existing method may not
be global optimal which may rely on the initial value.
The approach proposed in this thesis solves the optimal dynamic var allocation
problem by systematically interfacing power system time-domain simulation software
with a LP based heuristic search algorithm. Compared to the approach in [7], it takes a
small number of iterative steps to quickly converge to an optimal solution, and at each
step, the LP can effectively identify the searching direction for reducing the cost function
toward an optimum. Thus, the new approach has moderate computation burdens. The
proposed approach is demonstrated on the WECC 9-bus system and the IEEE 39-bus
system [11]. In order to verify the result of the Linear programming based Heuristic
search algorithm is global optimal, Voronoi diagram is applied to establish contour map
of the feasible solution area.
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1.3

Organization
The chapters of this thesis are organized as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces the WECC/NERC transient voltage dip and overshoot

standards follows an N-1 contingency. The WECC/NERC voltage performance criteria is
formulated as constraints.
Chapter 3 presents the proposed approach used in this work to perform the
heuristic linear programming. The role of voltage trajectory sensitivities in the
optimization problem is to find the optimal location, the role of the heuristic linear
programming is to determine the optimal var injection values and the role of Voronoi
diagram is to tackle the non-convex feasible solution area.
Chapter 4 gives a demonstration of the voltage trajectory sensitivity index and
heuristic linear dynamic optimization methods on a WECC 9-bus system and IEEE 39bus system. Simulation results of voltage trajectories, optimal var injection values and
search path for different operating conditions are presented. Also, Voronoi diagram
tackle the feasible solution area of 2-dimension and 3-dimension in 9-bus system and 39bus system respectively and the result is confirmed to be global optimal.
Chapter 5 summarizes the conclusions of the thesis, and proposes the future work.
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Chapter 2

Formulation of the Problem

This chapter presents the formulation of the dynamic reactive power resource
allocation problem considering the dynamic power system standard.
To address the fault-induced delayed voltage recovery (FIDVR) issues, power
companies follow certain planning standards to manage dynamic var sources for the
limitation of voltage dip/sag after a fault [12]. WECC/NERC gives the planning
standards as shown in Fig. 2-1[13].

Figure 2-1.WECC/NERC Post-fault voltage performance criteria
The specific data of WECC/NERC standard for N-1 and N-2 criteria are listed in
Table 1. For example, N-1 disturbance in one system shall not cause a transient voltage
dip that is greater than 20% in anther system for more than 20 cycles at load buses,
namely 40 steps with half cycle simulation step in 60Hz system. If the post transit voltage
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deviations are less than the values in Table 1, it will result in voltage instability. The
disturbance originated system and its affected neighboring system should cooperate
manually to resolve the problem. WECC/NERC voltage criteria can be applied to either a
system with all elements in service, or a system with one element removed and the
system adjusted.

Table 1. WECC/NERC voltage criteria
NERC and WECC

Post transient voltage
Transient voltage standard

categories

deviation standard
Not to exceed 25% at load
bus or 30% at non-load

N-1

buses

Not to exceed 5% at any bus

Not to exceed 20% at more
than 20 cycles at load bus
Not to exceed 30% at any
bus
N-2

Not to exceed 10% at any bus
Not to exceed 20% for more
than 20 cycles at load buses
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2.1

Objective function
The objective function of the dynamic var allocation problem is formulated as:
Minimize

=∑

(2-1)

where Qi is the dynamic var injected at candidate bus i, ci is the general cost
coefficient associated with Qi, e.g. the cost per Mvar of a SVC which can be either
installation cost, maintenance cost or operation cost.
2.2

System Constraints
Without losing generality, this thesis considers typical voltage criteria according

to WECC/NERC planning standards and formulated the standard as shown in Fig. 2-2.
The post-fault transient voltage performance is expected to meet criteria such as:
1. The post-fault voltage deviation at a bus relative to its pre-fault initial voltage
should not exceed D1%.
2. The duration of a post-fault voltage dip or overshoot >D2% should not exceed
L cycles.
3. The post transient (starting from ts seconds) voltage deviation at a bus should
not exceed D3%.
This thesis considers N-1 typical parameters in the criteria:
•

D1=25 (%) for load buses and 30(%) for generator buses

•

D2=20 (%) and L=20 (cycles) for load buses

•

ts=3 (seconds) after the fault clearing time (denoted by tcl) and D3=5 (%)
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N-2 typical parameters are also taken into account in the criteria:
•

D1= 30(%) for any bus in the system

•

D2=20 (%) and L=40 (cycles) for load buses

•

ts=3 (seconds) after the fault clearing time (denoted by tcl) and D3=10 (%)

Fig. 2-2 illustrates the general formulation of criteria for a load bus.

Figure 2-2. Post-fault voltage performance criteria.
Assume the system has N buses. Define the percentage voltage deviation of a bus
j at time t:
=
where
voltage magnitude.

is the

× 100%, ∀ ∈ 1~

(2-2)

th bus voltage simulation result,

is the pre-fault initial
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2.3

Combination
According to the aforementioned analysis, the optimal allocation problem for

dynamic var sources (taking SVC as an example) can be formulated as follows for N-1
contingency.
Minimize

= ∑ ∈!"

All of subject to
#

≤

≤

≤ 25%,
≤ 30%,
1234 &567

%
*+
*+

≤ 5%, ≥

89:%

?@ =

(2-3)

, ∀& ∈ '

≤ <
≤ <
-, ∀

-, ∀
-, ∀

∈ 1~

< 20 ; <=>,
?, ;,

*+

(2-4)

∈ '#

(2-5)

∈ '/

≤ <

(2-6)
-, ∀

∈ '#

(2-7)
(2-8)
(2-9)

where QiL and QiU are the lower and upper limits of Qi, IL and IG are respectively
the sets of load and generator buses, (2-9) represents the differential and algebraic
equations (DAEs) on power system dynamics, x and y are vectors of differential variables
and algebraic variables, and Q is the vector of Qi.
With the post-fault voltage trajectories from time-domain simulation, the above
constraint in (2-8) may be checked for each simulation time step ∆t. For example, if ∆t=
0.005s, 20 cycles in 60 Hz systems correspond to around 67 time steps or if ∆t=
0.00833s, 20 cycles in 60 Hz systems correspond to about 40 time steps. Then, the
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constraint requires that the duration of a >20% voltage deviation should not be more than
67 steps or 40 steps respectively.
The region of all solutions for the above optimization problem (2-3) ~ (2-9) may
be non-convex, and that optimization is coupled with solving DAEs for post-fault power
system trajectories. Therefore, it would be complicated to directly solve the problem. For
example, for an exhaustive searching method, the post-fault voltage response should be
solved with every potential combination of values of Qi’s and then voltage criteria can be
checked so as to judge whether it is a feasible solution or not. The next chapter of this
thesis proposes an efficient approach to cope with the problem as well as a valid
visualization tool as an implementation to tackle the non-convex feasible solution area.
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Chapter 3
3.1

Proposed Approach

Identification of the Most Critical Contingency
Assume the result of the new approach can satisfy the most critical contingency, it

will enable other contingencies in the system meet the standard. Hence, to identify the
most contingency in the system is important. Contingency severity analysis based on the
steady state cannot capture the whole critical information of power system such as the
transit voltage dip or overshoot at one bus or duration when the bus was below the
acceptable limit. To effectively measure these factors, voltage performance indices based
on WECC/NERC N-1 contingency criteria are discussed. Power system abnormal state
during transit period and post fault period can be measured by voltage dip and overshoot

at buses. Severity index, A', is used to reflect the rigidity of the contingency including the
lower limit violation and upper limit violation and calculated at each time simulation
step. This thesis takes the severity index of N-1 contingency as example.
A'

1, ≥ 25%, *+ ≤ < - , ∀ ∈ '#
1, ≥ 30%, *+ ≤ < - , ∀ ∈ '/
=
≥ 5%, ≥ - , ∀ ∈ 1~
C 1,
B
0, 5 ℎ=3F&>=
D

(3-1)

Then the average severity of one N-1contingency in the system is expressed as
A' = H ∑HKG IJ ∑JKG A' L
G

G

where M is the total simulation step.

(3-2)

A' can be estimated for every N-1

contingency in the system and the contingencies with larger values are taking as severer

N-1 contingency in the system. The N-1 contingency with largest A' is selected as the
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most critical contingency in the system which will then be used to determine the locations
of dynamic var sources and optimize the size of reactive var sources.
3.2

Determination of the Locations of Dynamic Var Sources
For the most severe contingency, some candidate buses (i.e., IQ) are selected

among all N buses in the system. The candidate buses may be those where var injection
can cause more sensitive improvements on the overall post-fault voltage level. For
instance, the method based on a post-fault trajectory sensitivity index in [2] may be
applied. Another similar index is the Voltage Sensitivity Index (VSI) which is defined

below. A small amount of dynamic var N is injected at bus i, which can be simulated by

adding a SVC of size N . Assume that the simulation time step is ∆ , the total simulation

period is M × ∆ , and the var injection changes the voltage at bus j from

P+Q,

to

RS,

at time step t from time-domain simulation results. VSI is calculated by (3-3) for each bus
j at certain time step. For simplicity, this thesis considers VSI as the maximum voltage
recovery sensitivity index as in (3-4) for each bus j over the simulation period.
A'

=

RS,

A' = max[

−

RS,

P+Q,

−

UN , ∀ = 1~M

P+Q,

, = 1~M]UN

(3-3)
(3-4)

Then the average recovery sensitivity for the system about the var injection at bus i
is given by
A' = J ∑JKG A'
G

(3-5)

A' can be estimated for every bus and the buses with higher values are selected
as the candidate buses to add dynamic var sources.
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3.3

Optimization of the Sizes of Dynamic Var Sources
Assume that there are n candidate buses, i.e., |IQ|=n. The heuristic approach

proposed in this thesis conducts the following steps to determine the sizes of the dynamic
var sources (taking SVCs as an example), i.e., Q1~Qn:
1. In the n-dimensional space of Q1~Qn, the initial guesses (denoted by Q10~Qn0) are
selected at a feasible solution to satisfy all post-fault voltage criteria or at a
solution without violating voltage criterion as in (2-8). Let k=0
2. Time-domain simulation on the most severe contingency is conducted with SVC
models of sizes
[

added, e.g.,

G

[

~

[

added to the candidate buses. Then, a small amount qi is

/10, to each candidate bus and re-simulate the contingency. VSIij is

calculated by using the voltage responses with or without qi according to (3-4).

3. Use VSIij as the heuristic information to optimize the amount of update ∆
solving a LP problem. Then, let

[]G

=

[

+∆

[

by

[

4. Iterate Steps 2 and 3 until one of the following stopping criteria is met:
i. If all |∆
with

[

[]G

|’s are smaller than an inaccuracy limit ε and the voltage responses

satisfy all voltage criteria, then let Q1~Qn=Q1k+1~Qnk+1

ii. If k+1 exceeds a preset maximum iteration number K (e.g. 10~20), let Q1~Qn
take the results from the most recent iteration that does not cause any violation
of voltage criteria
The second stopping criterion is to make sure the feasibility of the final solution
in case that the LP solution after a number of iterations violates voltage criterion (2-8). If
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then, the most recent feasible solution is provided, instead. Detailed algorithms in Step 3
to determine ∆Q1k ~ ∆Qnk are presented below.
As illustrated in Fig. 2-2, define
∆

where
otherwise

#,

[,

∆

%,[

= min[

−

[,

= min[

#,

−

%,

[,

, = 1~M]

, = 1~M]

is the voltage of bus j at time step t, and

=0.95

magnitudes of ∆

#,[

#,[

%,

. And
and ∆

%,[

trajectory to the two limits. ∆

#,[

=1.25

<

if

-

(3-6)
(3-7)
#,

or 1.05

=0.75Vjinit if

<

-

, otherwise. The

are actually the closest distances from the voltage
(∆

%,[

) is positive if the trajectory is above (below)

the limit, or negative, otherwise.
Then the following LP problem is solved to determine ∆ Q 1k ~ ∆ Q nk .
Minimize

= ∑ KG

Subject to
[]G
#
#,

≤

[,

≤

=

[

[]G

[]G

+∆

≤

+ ∑ KG A' ∆

(3-11) can be written as
#,

−

[,

;

≤ ∑ KG A' ∆

[,

[
%

[,

≤

(3-8)

, ∀ & = 1~6

, ∀ & = 1~6
≤

%,

%,

−

(3-9)
(3-10)

,

= 1~M, ∀ ∈ 1~

(3-11)

[,

, = 1~M, ∀ ∈ 1~

(3-12)
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Similarly as the A'

and A' , (3-12) can be simplified in following way of

just considering the minimum distance between voltage and voltage limits over the
whole simulation.
min

#

−

[

≤ ∑ KG A' ∆

≤ min

[

%

−

[

, ∀ ∈ 1~

(3-13)

For the first two parts of (3-13), it can transfer to the following format:
∑ KG A' ∆

[

≥ min

#

−

[

, ∀ ∈ 1~

For the right part of the inequality, it equals to the −∆
(3-14) can be written as:

Yielding

∑ KG A' ∆

[

− ∑ KG A' ∆

#,[

(3-14)
based on the (3-6), thus

≥−∆

#,[

, ∀ ∈ 1~

(3-15)

≤∆

#,[

, ∀ ∈ 1~

(3-16)

[

As for the second two parts of the (3-13), it can be simplified as (3-17) based on
(3-7).

∑ KG A' ∆

[

≤∆

%,[

, ∀ ∈ 1~

Since the system is very non-linear system, the

A'

(3-17)
may not be as linear as

adding small amount of var. In order to speed up the searching, (3-16) and (3-17) can be
multiply acceleration factors as shown in (3-18) and (3-19) respectively, which is 1 as
default value.

− ∑ KG b ,
∑ KG c

A' ∆

A' ∆

[
[

≤∆

≤∆

#,[

, ∀ ∈ 1~

%,[

, ∀ ∈ 1~

(3-18)
(3-19)
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The above LP problem is to approximately find the minimum var requirement for
the improvement of the post-fault voltage performance by pushing the post-fault voltage
trajectories as close to the lower voltage limit as possible. ∆Q1k ~ ∆Qnk are solved to update
Q1k ~ Qnk for the next iteration. The constraints (3-18) and (3-19) indicate that the voltage

response is expected to stay within the two limits and approach the lower limit to save the
total cost.
3.4

Implementation of the Approach

Figure 3-1. Flow chart for implementing the proposed approach.
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Fig. 3-1 illustrates the implementation diagram of the new approach. The
approach interfaces the LP algorithm (MATLAB code) with the power system dynamics
simulator (i.e., PSS/E) via Python. PSS/E solves the DAEs in (2-9) to simulate the postfault voltage responses for any given var injection strategy. The results are fed back to the
LP algorithm for voltage criteria check and A' , ∆

#,[

and ∆

%,[

calculation. Induction

motor loads and SVCs are needed to be modeled in PSS/E simulations.
3.5

Tackling the feasible solution area
Voronoi diagram is a widely applied technique of computational geometry. Its

fundamental framework is first based on the certain number of sample points calculated
from the above method within design space which also means the boundary of the
dynamic var. Second, an approximated objective function is generated according to the
information given from the analysis result at sample points. Third, an optimal solution is
estimated with above optimization algorithm over the approximated function instead of
direct analysis. In this thesis, Voronoi diagram is applied for the optimal placement of
new sample and barycentric interpolation [14-17] is used to estimate the tentative optimal
objective function.
3.5.1

Definition and basic properties of Voronoi diagram

Denote the Euclidean distance between two points d and N by e&> d, N . In the

plane, we have e&> d, N = f dg − Ng

9

+ dh − Nh 9. Let i = jdG , d9 , ⋯ dG: l be a set

of 6 distinct points in the two dimension space shown as in Fig. 3-2(a). Perpendicular

bisectors are drawn for each pair of points shown as triangular edge in Fig. 3-2(b). This
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results in a set of polygons which will be polyhedra in the higher dimensional space.
These polygons as Voronoi regions are denoted diagram of i by Vor(i). One for each

site in i, with the property that a point N lies in the cell corresponding to a site d if and
only if e&> N, d < e&>mN, d n for each d ∈ i with ≠ &. All of the intersection points

NG , N9 ,..., Nq ,..., are named Voronoi points.

Figure 3-2. Voronoi diagram.

3.5.2

Barycentric interpolation
Barycentric interpolation is a variant of Lagrange polynomial interpolation which

is also known as area coordinates or areal coordinates. Barycentric interpolation is useful
especially in engineering applications involving triangular subdomains. Taking the
triangle which composited by dr , dq , dG: as an example, its three vertices have three

objective values as shown in Fig. 3-3. Each point located inside this triangle can be
written as a unique convex combination of the three vertices. In other words, for each
point there is a unique sequence of three numbers. If we want to estimate the objective
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value of Nq , there is a unique sequence of three numbers, bG , b9 , bs ≥ 0 such that
bG + b9 + bs = 1 and Nq = bG dr + b9 dG: +bs dq. The three numbers bG , b9 , bs indicate

the barycentric or area coordinates of the point Nq with respect to the triangle. Every point

inside the triangle of dr , dq , dG: is uniquely defined by any two of the barycentric
coordinates.
Where,
bG = d=3 =6 t3==6 43=4 =
b9 = d=3 =6 v<2= 43=4 =
bs = d=3 =6 5346t= 43=4 =

43=4 5 t3==6 3&46t<=
u1
=
5 4< 43=4
u1 + u2 + u3

43=4 5 v<2= 3&46t<=
u2
=
5 4< 43=4
u1 + u2 + u3

43=4 5 5346t= 3&46t<=
u3
=
5 4< 43=4
u1 + u2 + u3

p5*

A3

A1
q9

*p9
A2

*

p10
Figure 3-3. Barycentric interpolation.
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3.5.3

Addition of new sample
In order to improve global approximation fidelity, selecting new samples besides

the samples tried in linear algorithm is significant.
1. Selection of candidate region and adjustment of a new sample point for the
optimal objective function.
The triangle where the tentative optimal solution is obtained is considered as
the most effective area. A new sample point is chosen based on the minimum
objective function from the barycentric interpolation.
2. Selection of new sample point for global fidelity.
For this purpose, a region where existing sample points are depopulated must
be effective. Under the terminology of Voronoi diagram, each Voronoi point
is the most far point from its surrounding sample points. A new sample point
is chosen based on the largest e&> d , N

and N is the candidate new second

point.
3. Selection of new sample point connecting the second and first sample points.
Adding new samples at the above two types of point, the density of samples
around the tentative optimal and around the most depopulated one become
quite different. A new sample point is chosen in the middle of the
interconnection of the above two samples.
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3.5.4

Overall algorithm of area tackle
The overall algorithm for tackling the area is configured into following steps:
1. Based on certain number of initial sample points from the linear searching
path and execute system analysis at those points.
2. Establish or update the Voronoi diagram and estimate the objective function
by barycentric interpolation.
3. Find a tentative solution by solving an approximated objective function.
4. If a solution has enough fidelity or if the cost exceeds the limit, terminate the
overall procedure.
5. Determine new sample points, and execute system analysis there.
6. go to Step 2
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Chapter 4

Case Studies

The proposed new approach is tested by case studies on the WECC 9-bus system
and IEEE 39-bus system. The studies apply the CLODBL load model and CSVGN5 SVC
model (see [18] for details) to simulate the phenomena of FIDVR and dynamic var
supporting.
4.1

Setup for simulation
The CLODBL load model is used for planning and operation studies in the power

system in PSS/E. This model is consisted of induction motors, lighting and other types of
equipment shown as Fig. 4-1. It is intended to use in situations where it is desirable to
represent loads at the dynamic level. The model allows the user to specify a minimum
amount of data stating the general character of the composite load. It uses this data
internally to establish the relative sizes of motors modeled in dynamic detail. In this
thesis, all the parameters of composite load are listed in the Table 2.

Figure 4-1. Composite load model.
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Table 2. Parameters for composite load model
Parameters

Value

PC_LM,% large motor

25

PC_SM,% small motor

25

PC_TX,% transformer exciting current

1

PC_DL,% discharge lighting

20

PC_CP,% constant power

5

Kp,% of remaining

3

R, branch resistance(pu load MW base)

0

X, branch reactance(pu load MW base)

0.1

CSVGN5 SVC model is static var system model that were written for a
corresponding model in the WECC stability program in PSS/E. It is represented as
generator in the power flow simulation. In the dynamic simulation, CSVGN5 has fast
override capability which is activated when the voltage error exceeds a threshold value. It
does not to separate the equipment to identify capacitor banks and reactors. The output of

CSVGN5 is equal to wxyg and the thyristor controlled reactor is shut off. If wxyg is
positive then the capacitor banks are equal to wxyg times the MVA rating in the power

flow from the generator setup. If wxyg is negative, then the equipment is assumed to
consist of just reactor.
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In the case studies, we assume all ci=1, i.e. all buses have identical costs for
SVCs. In this case the objective is actually to minimize the total amount of dynamic var
supports to meet the voltage criteria. The total post-fault simulation time is 5s and the
post transient criterion is checked after the first 3 seconds transient period. No upper limit
is set for the size of dynamic var supports. For both case studies, let qi= 5Mvar, the
maximum iteration number K=10, and inaccuracy limit ε=1Mvar.
4.2

9-bus system
The 9-bus system has 3 generators, 3 transformer, 3 loads, and 5 transmission

lines, as shown in Fig. 4-2. According to contingency analysis, a three-phase fault on bus
7, which is cleared by opening the line between buses 7-5 after 5 cycles, is identified as
the most severe N-1 contingency. The delayed voltage recovery phenomenon is simulated
as shown in Fig. 4-3. 5 out of 9 bus voltages violate the voltage criteria.

Figure 4-2. 9-bus system with the most severe N-1 contingency and two candidate
buses for dynamic var supports.
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Figure 4-3. Bus voltage responses of the 9-bus system.
At Buses 6 and 8, the overall VSI is higher than that at other buses as listed. So
they are selected as two candidate buses to install SVCs. Assume the sizes of the two
SVCs are larger than 1Mvar. The initial guesses of Q6 and Q8 are set at 30Mvar and
50Mvar, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4-4, after 4 iterations the proposed approach
converges to a solution: Q6=56Mvar and Q8=1Mvar.
To investigate the global optimality of this solution, an exhaustive search is
conducted to estimate the entire region of feasible solutions as shown by the gray region
in Fig. 4-4. It is confirmed that the obtained solution is the global optimum although the
solution region is non-convex. For this case, the initial guesses do not correspond to a
feasible solution but the first iteration jumps to a feasible solution. To test the voltage
performance with the optimal var injections, time-domain simulation is conducted with
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SVCs added to Buses 6 and 8 with the determined sizes. Fig. 4-5 shows that all
trajectories meet the voltage criteria.

Figure 4-4. Searching path of the new approach for the 9-bus system.

Figure 4-5. Post-fault voltage responses with optimized SVCs for the 9-bus
system.
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In Fig. 4-6, the non-convex feasible solution area is tackled by the Voronoi
diagram which is bounded by the light blue color. The darker blue indicates the smaller
objective function. From the diagram, it verifies the result from the heuristic linear
programming is global optimal.

Figure 4-6. Feasible solution area of 2 dimesion seach space.
The approach in [7] is implemented with 0.005s time step to compare with the
new approach. It is found that the two approaches give identical solutions. However, the
new approach is about 10 times faster for this case using an Intel i5-3220M computer.
The reason is because the new approach only handles a LP problem and it does not need
to interface the optimization solver with power system simulator for each time step as the
approach in [7] does.
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4.3

IEEE 39-bus System
As shown in Fig. 4-7, the IEEE 39-bus system is also used to test the proposed

approach. The most severe contingency is identified as a three phase fault on Bus 17
cleared by opening Lines 17-18 and 17-27 after 5 cycles. Post-fault voltage trajectories
are shown in Fig. 4-8. Some buses violate the 25% voltage deviation limit at the
beginning of the 3-second transient period or the 5% limit at the beginning of the post
transient period.

Figure 4-7. IEEE 39-bus system and the most severe N-2 contingency and three
candidate buses for dynamic var supports.
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Figure 4-8. Post-fault voltage responses of the IEEE 39-bus system.
Assume that the sizes of SVCs are larger than 25Mvar and have no upper limits.
The new approach is applied to find the optimal locations and sizes of SVCs to support
the voltage recovery. First, buses 20, 27, and 28 are found to have the highest VSI values
and thus selected to be candidate buses. The top 5 highest VSI buses are listed in Table 3.

Table 3. Top 5 highest VSI buses in 39-bus system
BUS NO.

VSI

Rank based VSI

28

0.0971

1

27

0.0297

2

20

0.0236

3

26

0.0229

4

21

0.0202

5
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Then, conduct the heuristic searching algorithm to optimize Q20, Q27 and Q28.
Select an initial point (280, 280, 280) in the space of Q20, Q27 and Q28. As shown in Fig.
4-9, after 4 iterations the optimal solution is found to be Q20=326 Mvar and Q27=Q28=25
Mvar. This solution is verified to be the global optimum by an exhaustive search in the 3dimensional space. Fig. 4-9 also shows the boundary of feasible solutions by the gray
plane.

Figure 4-9. Searching path of the new approach for the IEEE 39-bus system.
The optimal solution is tested by time-domain simulation with SVCs of the
optimized sizes added at the three candidate buses. Fig. 4-10 and Fig. 4-11 show that all
post-fault voltage trajectories meet the voltage criteria while in Fig. 4-11 the solution is
not optimal which costs more to install var sources.
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Figure 4-10. Post-fault voltage responses with optimized SVCs of the IEEE 39bus system.

Figure 4-11. Post-fault voltage responses with over-compensated SVCs of the
IEEE 39-bus system.
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Also, Voronoi diagram is implemented in the IEEE-39 bus system to plot the
contour map. In order to view the plot clearly, the contour map is projected into 2-D
dimension. From Fig. 4-12, the feasible solution area of the system is bounded by the
light blue color within which darker color indicates smaller objective function. The
optimal solution is located on the right front corner. We can conclude that the result from
the new approach is global optimal.

Figure 4-12. Projected contour map into 2-D.
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Chapter 5
5.1

Conclusion and Future Work

Conclusion
All of the work in this thesis is done to address the FIDVR issue in the power

system which may cause voltage collapse or even cascading failure. First, a severe
sensitivity index is to identify the most critical contingency in the system. Based on that,
a voltage sensitivity index is to rank buses by sensitivity for installation of dynamic var
sources. Then, a new approach is proposed to optimal the sizes of dynamic var sources.
Finally, the Voronoi diagram is implemented to tackle the non-convex feasible solution
area of the nonlinear problem for verifying the result. The new approach was validated on
WECC 9-bus system and IEEE 39-bus system.
Also, the new approach was benchmarked with the approach in reference [7] and
was proved to be more efficient thanks to its heuristic searching algorithm.
5.2

Future work
For more practical and efficient optimization of dynamic var sources to address

FIDVR issues, the following work should be considered in future:
1) Improve the approach to address multiple contingencies rather than the most
severe one.
2) Test the new approach on more realistic larger power system models, e.g.
CURENT’s NPCC 140-bus testbed system and an eastern interconnection
model.
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3) Consider optimization with other types of dynamic var sources such as wind
turbines, HVDC and power electronics-interfaced devices.
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